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} Simulating firing a Hydrogen Ion at a Metal 
Surface.

} Goal: compute the survival probability of the ion 
to determine quantum effects.

} Interested in quantum effects on nanostructured
surfaces, i.e. catalytic, magnetic, ferroelectric, 
mechanical, optical, and electronic effects.

} Desired findings: technological potential, 
suitability as templates for “designer surfaces”.

} For example large-scale fabrication of functional 
atomic or molecular assemblies [22-27]



} Run multiple instances of the cn2Ds program 
with varying parameters in a reasonable 
amount of time.

} Understand how parameter variations affect 
ion-surface interactions [22-27,41].



} Stampede – Supercomputer at Texas Advanced Computing 
Center (TACC).
◦ Consists of 6416 nodes.

} Node – one computer (similar to a very fast desktop).
◦ One node on stampede has 16 CPU-cores and 32 GB RAM.
◦ Most (about 5500) have one Xeon Phi Accelerator.

} SUs – service units.
◦ One service unit on stampede is equivalent to one CPU-core-hour 

[43,44].
} OpenMP – Open Multiprocessing – a tool for parallelizing 

computer code using threads (lightweight running 
programs).
◦ OpenMP uses thread-based parallelism, which allows for 

parallelization on one node[35].
◦ Maximum theoretical speedup on one Stampede node is ~16x 

using only the standard CPU cores [44].
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} The trajectory of the ion is modeled in two different 
ways
◦ Using a broken straight line, and
◦ Using the Biersack-Ziegler trajectory

} The electronic wave function is modeled using a 
solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
with Hamiltonian:

} The Crank-Nicolson method is used to solve the 
Hamiltonian.
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} For fixed distances between the ion and 
surface numerical propagation over t is

} And the Crank-Nicolson scheme is applied by 
solving a tridiagonal matrix to obtain an 
approximate solution to the formula above at 
every time step over a grid.

} The approximation is as follows:
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} Code developed over 15 years in Fortran IV and 
77.

} Recently updated to Fortran90.
} Designed to simulate surface interaction of a 

Hydrogen Ion.
} Serial code was used to successfully produce 2D 

results for firing a H- ion at a surface of metal 
atoms via the Crank-Nicolson method.

} Empirical results show the program is compute 
bound.

} Runtimes on local resources range from days to 
weeks for a single cn2Ds instance.

} Used the ifort compiler (v13) with level 3 
optimization, which allows for the use of SIMD 
instructions.

[22-27,35,40,41]



cn2Ds Pseudocode

Perform initialization steps including:
- Construct an equidistant time mesh
- Define projectile trajectory
- Construct an equidistant spatial mesh
- Identify initial coordinates
- Add translation phase factors to the

initial wave function
- Build a tri-diagonal matrix for the

Crank Nicolson propagator

[22-27,41]



Start the time loop
During iteration 1:

Check the norm of the
initial packet and get the
center position.

Copy the initial wave
function into a 2D array
for use in the
autocorrelation integral.

End iteration 1

[22-27,41]



During iterations 2 to t:
Add translation phase factors.
Apply the Crank Nicholson method for one

timestep for Φx.
Apply the Crank Nicholson method again for

the same time step for Φz + V(x,z).
Apply the Crank Nicholson method a third

time for the same time step for Φx.
Include absorption at the grid boundary.
Print wave function and check the norm.

End iterations 2 to t.
End time loop.

[22-27,41]



} In order to understand the affect of parameter 
variations on ion-surface interactions, it is 
necessary to run the program with varying 
parameter sets.

} A single node on the Stampede supercomputer is 
sufficient to run multiple serial instances of 
cn2Ds.

} A batch script generator was written for use with 
the TACC Launcher – a tool to perform parameter 
sweeps on a supercomputer [36].

} Successfully able to execute one job per CPU core 
on Stampede to perform several modest 
parameter sweeps using 5 to 6 nodes per sweep 
[41].



} Student Involved - Yixiao (Icy) Zhang
◦ A Northwest Academy Student

} Understanding the project.
} Learning about the command line and 

parallelism.
} Performing OpenMP updates to the code.
} Experience with Missouri Academy of Science 

presentation.



} Meetings with Drs. Chakraborty and Shaw to 
understand the Physics of the project.

} Virtual attendance at TACC ICERT REU from June 
2 – 5, 2014.
◦ Covered C, Fortran 90, logging on to TACC resources, 

and more.
◦ Converted cn2Ds code to Fortran 90 from Fortran 77 and 

Fortran IV shortly after this meeting.
} Meetings with Dr. Monismith to review OpenMP

directives.
} Attendance at graduate student meetings to 

understand data management.



Parameter 
Names 

Description Value Range 

vWidth Width of the potential 1, 2, 3 
vHeight Height of potentials 0, 0.027, 0.054, 0.081 

parV Parallel velocity 0.20 to 1.0, 0.05 step size 
vPos Distance between adjacent 

steps 
5, 7, 9, 11, 13 

normV Normal velocity 0.03 (originally 0.01 to 
0.08), 0.01 step size 

metalType Types of metals used in 
simulation 

Li (110), Cu(100),Cu(111), 
Au(100), Au(111), Pd(111) 

trajectory Ion trajectory Biersack-Ziegler or Broken 
Straight Line 

DCS Distance of Closest Approach 1, 2 (atomic units) 
Impact Location where the ion strikes 

the surface 
Center or Peak 

	 • Listed above are the parameters that were
planned for variation in the cn2Ds simulation.

• There are possible 16320 parameter variations.
• A file consisting of over 20 lines was used to 

provide all parameter values to the simulation.
[41]



} Runtimes for serial code (one thread) on Stampede often 
exceeded the maximum wall time for a program (48 hours).

} Thus, code was updated to include parallelism via OpenMP
directives.

} OpenMP Modifications to cn2Ds performed from 2013 to 2015 
and were successfully integrated into existing code.

} Parameter sweeps were modified to work with one process (and 
thus one parameter set) per node and up to 16 threads using 
OpenMP parallelism without use of the Xeon Phi accelerator.

} Benchmarking was performed with 16 threads per job.
} Jobs were executed on Stampede supercomputer using the a 

“startup” allocation (50,000 SUs) through NSF XSEDE.
} The “startup” allocation provided enough CPU time to sweep 

across initial parameter variations for Cu100 and expended the 
entire allocation.

[22-27,35,40,41,43,44]



} cn2Ds is computationally intensive within the time 
loop during the three applications of the Crack-
Nicholson method.

} Each of three nested loops updates the 2D matrix, Φ, 
to perform different parts of the Crank-Nicholson 
time step computation.

} Parallelization was implemented within each of the 
three loops, as each depends upon the previous 
application of the Crank-Nicholson method.

} Each nested loop, contains independent inner loop 
computations.

} These were parallelized to allowing for maximum 
speedup for these sections to be equivalent to the 
number of available processors.

} OpenMP parallel for directives were used to 
parallelize each of the three Crank-Nicholson loops.

[22-27,35,40,41]



!$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(kx,psiin,psiout)
do kz=1,nzstep

do kx=1,nxstep
psiin(kx)=psi(kx,kz) ! load vector

enddo
call cn1Dpropx(lowerx,diagx,upperx,psiin, &

&    psiout,nxstep)
do kx=1,nxstep

psi(kx,kz)=psiout(kx)  ! unload vector
enddo

enddo
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO

[22-27,35,40,41]



• Parameter values were vPos = 25, vHeight = 0.054, vWidth = 
1, parV = 0.3. 

• The time step was 0.25 atomic units.

[41]
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} Parameter Sweep – running the same code 
many times with many different parameters 
for each run.

} Run multiple instances of the cn2Ds program 
with varying parameters in a reasonable 
amount of time.

} Understand how parameter variations affect 
ion-surface interactions.

[41]



} Learned about Schrödinger’s equation and 
how it is used in the cn2Ds code.

} Learned about directive-based parallelism 
and worked on national supercomputing 
resources.

} Presented results at the Missouri Academy of 
Science in May 2015.



} Students involved:
} AnushaManne SowmyaChowdary
} Deekshith Narsina Vasundhara Pidikiti
} Tejaswini Dingari Dedeepya Salla
} Rishi Varma Kosuri Vandana Nidasanametla

} Graduate students learned about Schrödinger’s 
equation, Survival Probability, Fortran, Command Line 
Tools, and Stampede.

} They developed two tools for this project
◦ A backend database program used to upload survival 

probability data from Stampede to asok.nwmissouri.edu
◦ A graph generator that would extract and displaying data 

from asok on a desktop or laptop

[42]
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} Java Swing GUI
} MySQL connection via JDBC to 

asok.nwmissouri.edu
} Graph display via JasperReports









} FilePaths – a Java 
program and related 
batch script to 
traverse directories 
and upload data 
created after running 
a cn2Ds parameter 
sweep [42].

SurvivalProbabilities
metal_target
normV
parV
vHeight
vWidth
vPos
prob



1. Generate results 
with TACC Launcher 
and cn2Ds.
2. Run FilePaths via 
sbatch.

3. Survival 
Probability 
Data is sent by 
FilePaths over 
port 3306 to 
MySQL on 
Asok.

4. User requests 
a graph through 
the GUI and 
request is 
forwarded to 
Jasper.

5. Data is 
requested 
over port 
3306.

6. Survival probability 
data is sent to Jasper.

7. Graph 
generated 
and sent 
to GUI.

[36-39,42]





} Students developed two tools for use on this 
project
◦ Backend tool to allow for database connectivity and 

storage.
◦ GUI to allow for data retrieval and display of graphs.

} Graduate students learned about Linux 
command line tools, data management, GUI 
design, and usability.



} XSEDE XRAC Allocation
} Running large parameter sweeps
} Profiling and optimizing the cn2Ds code
} Review of updated results 



} Wrote a proposal describing the project and 
its physics and a scaling and describing how 
computational resources would be used in 
Dec. 2014.

} Submitted Jan. 2015
} Requested 1.5M SUs to perform a parameter 

sweep of significant size.
} Awarded 624K SUs in March 2015.



} After parallelization only one instance of the 
program could execute per node.

} Launcher scripts were updated to reflect this and 
to run ten parallelized jobs per node in a serial 
fashion making use of the maximum wall time –
48 hours.

} Most jobs took less than 4 hours, so we chose 
ten total jobs per node as a “safe” number.

} Scripts were written to allow for multiple batches 
to be launched at the same time.

} The limiting factor was the number of jobs – a 
maximum of 50 active jobs can be running at 
once on Stampede [41].



} A smaller allocation and queue limits 
provided motivation to improve cn2Ds 
runtimes.

} The cn2Ds code was updated for use with the 
Xeon Phi accelerator.

} Half of the independent tridiagonal matrix 
computations were offloaded in each of three 
loops where the core computations were 
performed.

} Computations were performed 
asynchronously [40,41].



psisignal3 = 975
!dir$ offload begin target (mic:0) in(<input parms here>) 
inout(<inout parms here>) signal(psisignal3)

!$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(kx,psiin,psiout) SCHEDULE(guided)
do kz=1,xeonNZStep

do kx=1,nxstep
psiin(kx)=psi(kx,kz) ! load vector

enddo
!dir$ attributes offload:mic ::cn1Dpropx
call cn1Dpropx(lowerx,diagx,upperx,psiin,psiout,nxstep)
do kx=1,nxstep

psi(kx,kz)=psiout(kx)  ! unload vector
enddo

enddo
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO
!dir$ end offload

[22-27,35,40,41]



!$OMP PARALLEL DO 
PRIVATE(kx,psiin,psiout) 
SCHEDULE(guided)

! Repeat inner loop code on prev. 
slide
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO
!dir$ offload_wait target(mic:0) 
wait(psisignal3)

[22-27,35,40,41]



normV Number 
of Time 
Loops

Xeon Phi 
Run Time

Parallel 
Run Time

Serial 
Run Time

0.08 2013 00:18:59 00:29:07 02:54:29

• Completed prior to code optimization.
• Parameter values were vPos = 25, vHeight = 

0.054, vWidth = 1, parV = 0.3. 
• The time step was 0.25 atomic units [41].



} Profiling was performed with gprof.
} Identified and removed redundant code from 

pot_surf_2d_h.
} Tried different percentages of offloaded 

computations.
} Tried different numbers of Xeon Phi threads.
} Used a Biersack Ziegler trajectory and 

parameters vHeight = 0.027, vWidth = 2.0, 
vPos = 25, normV = 0.01, parV = 0.05.



Each sample counts as 0.01 seconds.
%   cumulative   self              self total
time   seconds   seconds calls  Ks/call  Ks/call  name
26.68   9506.92  9506.92        1     9.51    17.60  MAIN__
19.56  16476.99  6970.07                             
__libm_error_support

16.66  22413.45  5936.45                             exp.L
13.06  27066.99  4653.55 2807680531   0.00     0.00  pot_surf2d_h_
6.43  29359.22  2292.22 28776855     0.00     0.00  cn1dpropx_
5.50  31320.13  1960.91                    __intel_ssse3_rep_memcpy
4.06  32767.42  1447.30                             __svml_cexp2_e9
3.18  33899.82  1132.39  1128246     0.00     0.00  cn1dprop_
1.69  34502.63   602.82                             log.L

Notice that a significant amount of time 
is spent in pot_surf2d_h



normV Number of Xeon 
Phi Threads

Lines of data 
produced per 

second
0.01 60 2.475
0.01 120 2.039
0.01 240 1.6903

normV Percentage of 
computations 

offloaded to Xeon
Phi

Program
Runtime

0.01 33% 3.20hrs
0.01 50% 3.18hrs
0.01 66% 4.30hrs



} Additional attempts at optimization were made.
} Replaced several mathematical statements with 

faster counterparts.
◦ E.g. Pre-computed divisions, multiplication instead of 

exponents, etc.
} Attempted Golden Section search for best 

amount of computations to offload.
◦ Started with a range of 25% to 83.3% of offloading and 

narrowed down to the result that produced the best run 
time for one time loop.
◦ Not very effective. 

} Runtime was reduced to 2:57:54



} Ran cn2Ds on Greenfield with 240 cores on 
Cu111, Center, vHeight=0.027, vWidth = 2.0, 
vPos=11, normV=0.03, parV = 1.0
◦ Runtime was approximately 7 minutes.

} Dr. Shaw modified cn3D code to include 
optimizations.

} Dr. Monismith added OpenMP statements to 
cn3D to run on PSC Greenfield using Au111.

CPU Cores Speedup Program
Runtime

1 1 02:11:23 (est.)
120 25.11 00:05:14
240 38.42 00:03:31



} Continued work (debugging) on 3D code.
◦ Currently results are dissimilar to the 2D results.

} Continued work on profiling and optimization
◦ Recently discovered that removal of Xeon Phi code 

after optimizations had been completed resulted in 
5x speedup on Stampede.

} Production of “videos” of firing the ion at the 
surface.
◦ Much more data intensive.
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